
Why from ZWCAD to ZWCAD+ 

1. A brand new engine brings you incredible new experience 
ZWCAD+ uses a new CAD engine that developed from scratch all by ourselves, which 

enormously enhanced compatibility, stability and performance. Thanks to this, ZWCAD+ now 

supports dual‐core processor, and uses much less system memory than before when opening 

drawings. Both of them make ZWCAD+ runs much faster and handle large drawings much 

easier. 

 

2. Plenty of new features and enhancements increase your efficiency to no bound 
Newly added SmartMouse enables you to execute CAD commands in such an easy way that 

beyond your imagination. Other new functions like Associative Dimension, Viewport 

Maximization, Cycle Select and Objects Isolation are all there for you to explore. Huge 

enhancements have also been made to Tool Palettes, Revision Cloud, Field and Snap. 

 

3. New Application Programming Interfaces enables more add‐ons with better 
performance 
Coming with the new engine are the new APIs, which have also been reconstructed.

 ZWCAD+ still supports LISP, VBA, ZRX and SDS interfaces, but the quality is totally different. 

LISP functions coverage rise to more than 90% of AutoLISP with all reactors, and LISP 

routinesrun8 times faster on average; ZRX is code‐level compatible with ARX, which makes 

the migration work a quite easy job for developers. 

 

4. More development resources and technical supportinvestment 
After ZWCAD+ official released, more and more development resources and technical 

supports will be devoted to ZWCAD+. This guarantees a fast improvement on product, and a 

quick response to all ZWCAD+ users. 

 

5. Downward compatibility to all previous ZWCAD 
Once you have activated ZWCAD+ on your computer, you can use all of your previous ZWCAD 

as well from version 2009 to 2012 on the same computer. 

 

6. Upgrade Pack now available for you to save morebudget while always stay 
updated 
A new way to upgrade your ZWCAD+ in following versions is to buy a 3‐Year Upgrade Pack 

together with your software. It only cost half of the upgrade fee to keep yourself always 

accessible to the latest version of ZWCAD+ in the next 3 years, so you don’t need to worry 

about upgrading issue any more! 


